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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

In value terms, QSRs accounted for about a xx of the Kenyan food services market in 2016

Market Structure – Kenyan Food Services Market

Kenyan Food Services 
Market

Street Stalls/Kiosks Fast Food/ QSRsFull-Service 
Restaurants Cafés/ Bars

QSR Franchises for International 
QSR Brands Domestic QSR Groups

1. Company A (17% market share)
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2. Company B (5% market share)

3. Company C

4. Company D

5. Company E

1. Company 1

2. Company 2

3. Company 3

4. Company 4

Franchise model—the dominant mode of 
entry/operation for international QSR brands 
in Kenya
• Except Company A, all international QSR 

brands have entered and operate in Kenya 
through franchise agreements with local 
entities

Company A is the largest QSR group in 
Kenya
• Chicken Inn, Pizza Inn, Creamy Inn and 

Galito’s are among the leading QSR brands; 
all of these are owned and operated by the 
group, except xx (which is franchised)

Highlights
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Indicates the study’s focus

Kenyan Food Services Market
– By Segment (2016)

By Value

USD 953.6 mn

By Outlets

11,921 Outlets
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Kenyan QSR industry—xx-fastest-growing market, following Country A, in Africa with a projected 
CAGR of xx% during 2017–2026

QSR Market Size and Growth Outlook

Kenyan QSR Market – By Value, USD mn, 2015–2026F

Expanding middle-class population and disposable 
income were the key growth drivers during 2015–
2017
• Long working hours and the convenience provided 

by emerging foodtech companies have supported 
the growth trend as busy lifestyles have left people 
with little time to cook at home; these technologies 
have also enhanced consumers’ reach through the 
online food ordering, delivery and payment platforms

• Relative ease of entering the market through a 
franchise agreement has made it simpler for 
international QSR groups to set up their operations 
over the past few years

During the forecast period of 2018–2026, the 
country’s improving economic scenario will 
continue to support rise in disposable income, 
thereby driving the market
• Kenyan GDP is projected to grow xx% in 2018 and 

more than xx% annually during 2018–2022
• Ongoing expansion of retail space in the country is 

also expected to support the entry of more QSR 
brands in the market or expansion of existing market 
presence

Highlights

“In value terms, the QSR market in 
Kenya is expected to grow at ~xx% 

CAGR over the next 2–3 years.” – Ex. 
Chairman, Kuku Foods Kenya (April 

2018)

“There is a growing middle class, which is 
an opportunity for the QSR players. There 
are still less number of outlets compared to 
the demand. So, the number of outlets are 
likely to increase significantly in the next 3 
years.” – MD and Founder, EatOut (April 

2018)
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

International QSR brands to post rapid growth over the next 2–3 years due to high demand, new 
entrants and rapid expansion undertaken by existing players

QSR Market Segmentation

With xx% market share (by revenue), international 
QSR brands have been able to make significant 
inroads into the Kenyan QSR market over the past 
few years
• During 2011–2016, the majority of international QSR 

brands including Company A,B, C and D, 
established and their operations in the country

International QSR brands are expected to grow 
rapidly compared with domestic brands in the near 
future
• Increasing popularity of international QSRs among 

the youth and the international companies’ continued 
interest to enter the market and expand operations 
(in Nairobi and in other cities with potential) will be 
the key growth drivers

International QSR franchises typically operate 
chains1 of QSR restaurants; in contrast, domestic 
QSR groups are highly fragmented
• Other than the top 10 domestic QSR groups, 

domestic players operate through standalone outlets

Highlights QSR Restaurant by Type (2018–2022) – Revenue

“International QSR brands will grow much faster than domestic ones in Kenya as their demand is very high among the locals. Considering the high demand and increasing disposable income, more 
international players will enter the market to tap the opportunity.” – Brand Operations Manager, Rimas Holdings and Ex-Manager at Inscor Kenya (April 2018)

QSR Restaurants – Market Shares (2018)

Recent Expansion/ Expansion Plans 
▪ In 2018, US-based Mr. XX entered the Kenyan market with its first outlet in Nairobi; it is expected to add more outlets in the next few years

▪ With its presence in prime locations in Dakar and M’bour, Company X is now focusing at development opportunities in the suburb of Dakar, to 
further expand its reach 

▪ In October 2017, US-based Company Y entered the Kenyan QSR market with a plan to operate 15 outlets in the country

▪ In 2015, Japan-based Company Z entered the market; its plan is to grow its outlet network to 10, from two currently

▪ Company A plans to pursue aggressive expansion plans over the next few years—it opened 17 new outlets in 2017

▪ Company B plans to expand outlet count from 9 in 2018 to 30 by 2022 by using the additional capital obtained through the partial equity sell-
out to South-Africa-based private equity (PE) firm, Company XY in March 2018
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

xx% outlets of top 10 QSR chains are concentrated in Nairobi, though Company A is optimistic 
about improving market potential in other cities

QSR Market Segmentation

Geographical Distribution of QSR Outlets, 2018

Laikipia

Eldoret

xx% outlets of top 10 QSR chains are concentrated 
in Nairobi
• Nairobi’s high urbanisation rate, share of working 

population, disposable income and increasing 
popularity of fast food among the city dwellers are 
the factors driving this concentration

• Nairobi has 30+ malls in the city out of 53 in the 
country, further, central business district (CBD) in 
Nairobi is the largest commercial hub in the country 

Increasing interest of international brands beyond 
Nairobi
• Low focus beyond Nairobi is a consistent trend 

among the major international brands and domestic 
QSR groups; however, lately, international brands 
(especially Company A) are exploring potential in 
other key Kenyan cities
− In December 2016, Company Y opened an outlet 

each in Kisumu, Eldoret and Nakuru; it envisions 
about 3 to 4 outlets in these cities in the three-
year period

Players are focusing on standalone, malls and fuel 
station outlet formats, to cater to all kinds of 
customers, ranging from lower middle to high 
income groups; there is also a well developed retail 
space, including malls, in the country

Highlights
“I anticipate in three years 

those towns (Kisumu, 
Eldorest, Nakuru) could each 

support three or four 
Company Y outlets. I think 

Company Y will grow 
extremely well because 

Company Y will be the first 
international fast-food chains 
into those towns…I will tell 

you those towns are thriving. 
People think all the money is 
in Nairobi, it’s not.” – Justin 
Melvin, General Manager, 
Kuku Foods Kenya (2016)

“Nairobi is a logical fortress 
for QSR brands due to its high 
urbanisation and large base of 

middle-class population. 
Other cities have lacked the 

critical mass on these 
aspects, which led to a low 

proliferation of QSRs there.” –
Ex. Chairman, Kuku Foods 

Kenya (April 2018)
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Even though the current QSR penetration is low in Kenya it is expected to increase with 
increasing GDP/capita

QSR Market Penetration (1/2)

Kenyan QSR market has a huge upside 
potential
• Kenya’s QSR penetration—measured as 

average QSR spend per adult—is among the 
lowest among the defined set of countries; and 
the trend is consistent with its low GDP per 
capita

• The country’s QSR penetration has a huge 
upward potential as the country is projected to 
witness economic growth in the next few years
− Kenyan GDP is projected to grow xx% in 

2018 and more than xx% annually during 
2018–2022

Highlights

Average QSR spend (2016, USD) per urban adult

Annual QSR Spend (2016, USD) per Urban Adult and GDP (Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)) per Capita (2016, USD)
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

With rising urbanisation (across cities) in Kenya, the demand for organised QSR outlets in the 
country is expected to increase

QSR Market Penetration (2/2)

Number of urban adults (2016, in ‘000) per QSR outlet and GDP (PPP) per Capita (2016, USD)

• Kenya is at an early stage of urbanisation with 
xx% of population currently living in cities

• By 2050, about half of the population is expected 
to dwell in cities as the country is urbanising at 
about xx% a year

• Cities such as Nairobi and Mombasa are highly 
urbanised, much of this growth will be driven by 
tier-2 and tier-3 cities, which represents an 
opportunity for the overall QSR industry

Highlights

Number of urban adults (2016, in ‘000) per QSR outlet
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Expanding middle-class population, improving Foodtech coverage and relaxed franchising 
norms, creating high optimism on Kenya’s QSR industry outlook

Drivers and Challenges – Snapshot

• Enhanced Convenience and Accessibility 
through Foodtech Platforms [Driver]

• Supply-side Uncertainties [Challenge]

• Expanding Middle-Class Population [Driver]
• High QSR Concentration in Nairobi [Challenge]
• Relaxed Regulations on Franchising [Drivers]

• Expected Increase in Food-related Regulations 
[Challenge]

• Expansion in Available Retail Space for QSRs 
[Driver]

• High Traffic and Vehicular Congestion due to 
Poor Road Infrastructure [Challenge]

• Increasing Tourism in Nairobi [Driver]
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CurrentMid Term (2 years and after)Long Term (5 years and after)

CONSIDER TO INVEST/ ADDRESSEXPLOREMONITOR

PARK

Market Drivers and Challenges Impacting QSR Industry in Kenya

CONSIDER TO INVEST/ ADDRESS 
trends that are here and now, and 
offer significant opportunities and/or 
challenges for QSRs

EXPLORE trends, wherein there are 
developments in the ecosystem in 
the short-to-medium term and these 
need to be further investigated for 
impact on business models for QSRs

MONITOR trends that are gaining 
traction, but may offer opportunity or 
potential challenges for QSRs in 
future

PARK trends that appear to be low 
on relevance for QSRs
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Imminence
(Timeframe for developments in the ecosystem and timeframe for impact)
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Increasing middle-class population leading to rise in disposable income—key factor driving QSR 
industry’s demand

Drivers (1/5)

▪ Kenyan QSR market is witnessing an upsurge because of an expanding middle-class population, indicated by the rise in disposable income

─ Over 2012–2017, the country’s average disposable income grew at xx% CAGR, and is further expected to register xx% CAGR during 2018–2020

▪ This has led to an overall increase in consumer spending, including on fast food

─ For instance, the total restaurant and eating-out spend in Nairobi (the capital and the largest city in Kenya) is projected to increase at xx% CAGR to USD xx 
bn over 2017–2027

Expanding Middle Class Population1

Impact on QSR Chains

The country’s economic growth has 
expanded the consumer base; 

consumers can afford and demand 
fast foods, thus driving the market’s 

growth. This will remain a key 
growth engine in the long term

HighLow Med

“Kenya is the first country in Africa (where the US-based QSR brand Mr. Pretzel is trying to enter). This is buoyed by the economy and the middle class 
who have growing taste for quality products.” – Paul Asamba, Director, Snackbyte (March 2017)

“This economy has a growing middle class with a higher spending power, and who, just like their Nigerian counterparts, are highly adventurous and 
want to try out new things...Besides, the infrastructure in Kenya, although not perfect, stands out in the region and the same can be said about 

education standards.” – Eric Andre, Director and Co-founder, Om Nom Nom (2014)

“Kenya’s youth – normally described as those aged between 18 and 34 years old – constitute more than a third of the population, increasing the 
country’s attraction to fast food chains. Official statistics show that nearly 80% of Kenyans are aged below 35 years and a significant part of it is 

steadily building enough incomes to enter the middle class with changing eating habits in favour of fast foods.” – Business Daily (2014)

“There is a growing middle class, which is an opportunity for the QSR players. There are still less number of outlets compared to
the demand. So, the outlets are likely to increase significantly in the next 3 years.” – MD and Founder, EatOut (April 2018)
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Supply-side uncertainties; a key concern impeding QSR franchisee’s growth as well as 
profitability

Challenges (1/5)

▪ Most international QSR franchisees have strict sourcing controls and requirements, which, in turn, require them to have a robust supply chain

▪ However, international QSR chains often face supply-chain constraints in Kenya such as local suppliers’ inability to consistently meet predefined quality 
standards and evolving scale requirements; lack of cold chains and seasonality of supplies

─ The domestic supplier base of key raw materials, such as potato and chicken, is largely fragmented and unorganised—typically includes small-scale farmers 
and enterprises 

o This results in challenges in sourcing raw materials consistently throughout the year, maintaining quality as well as managing demand spikes

─ Further, the country’s cold chain infrastructure also falls short of the requisite capacity to meet the QSR demand

▪ These challenges had historically resulted in QSR chains intermittently or permanently withdrawing certain products from the shelf, which, in turn, hindered 
growth

▪ Many new entrants have also resorted to import to meet the requisite demand for these raw materials

▪ Importing raw materials has to be carefully planned as it is susceptible to delays arising from challenges pertaining to releasing products from port due to 
corruption; importers also need to account for the vast distance and poor road quality between Mombasa port and Nairobi

Supply-side Uncertainties1

Impact on QSR Chains

Supply chain challenges impact the 
sales of QSRs as required products 

may not be available all the time, 
which, in turn, also impacts chains’ 

brand image

Further, it has a direct impact on 
the profitability as QSRs incur 

higher operational costs due to the 
high amount of time spent in 

sourcing supplies and reliance on 
imports to bridge the gap

HighLow Med

▪ In 2015, Company Y had to withdraw one of its popular vegetarian products ‘Paneer Zinger Burger’ within a month of its launch, due to scarcity of local producers who could fulfil the 
quantity and quality requirements

▪ In the same year, Om Nom Nom (Kenyan franchise owner for Dominos and Coldstone brands) faced supply chain challenges
Case Studies

1 2
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Supply-side uncertainties; a key concern impeding QSR franchisee’s growth as well as 
profitability

Challenges (1/5)

▪ Most international QSR franchisees have strict sourcing controls and requirements, which, in turn, require them to have a robust supply chain

▪ However, international QSR chains often face supply-chain constraints in Kenya such as local suppliers’ inability to consistently meet predefined quality 
standards and evolving scale requirements; lack of cold chains and seasonality of supplies

─ The domestic supplier base of key raw materials, such as potato and chicken, is largely fragmented and unorganised—typically includes small-scale farmers 
and enterprises 

o This results in challenges in sourcing raw materials consistently throughout the year, maintaining quality as well as managing demand spikes

─ Further, the country’s cold chain infrastructure also falls short of the requisite capacity to meet the QSR demand

▪ These challenges had historically resulted in QSR chains intermittently or permanently withdrawing certain products from the shelf, which, in turn, hindered 
growth

▪ Many new entrants have also resorted to import to meet the requisite demand for these raw materials

▪ Importing raw materials has to be carefully planned as it is susceptible to delays arising from challenges pertaining to releasing products from port due to 
corruption; importers also need to account for the vast distance and poor road quality between Mombasa port and Nairobi

Supply-side Uncertainties1

Impact on QSR Chains

Supply chain challenges impact the 
sales of QSRs as required products 

may not be available all the time, 
which, in turn, also impacts chains’ 

brand image

Further, it has a direct impact on 
the profitability as QSRs incur 

higher operational costs due to the 
high amount of time spent in 

sourcing supplies and reliance on 
imports to bridge the gap

HighLow Med

▪ In 2015, Company X had to withdraw one of its popular vegetarian products ‘xx’ within a month of its launch, due to scarcity of local producers who could fulfil the quantity and quality 
requirements

▪ In the same year, Company A(Kenyan franchise owner for Company B and C brands) faced supply chain challenges
Case Studies

1 2
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Company A to acquire xx% stake in global food and beverages company, Company B; looking to 
expand into casual and fine dining segments

QSR Franchises/ Groups

Company 
name

Introduction 
in Kenya Ownership Business Description

Key Brands (No. 
of Outlets in 

Kenya)

Number of 
Employees

Geographic 
Coverage

Sales/Revenue 
(USD mn, 

2016)

Market 
Share Profitability Expansion / Closure Plan/ Funding

Mode of 
Market 
Entry

Company A 1997 Public • Company A (a wholly 
owned subsidiary of XX) 
is listed on Zimbabwean 
Stock Exchange and 
offers burgers, chicken 
items, pizzas, ice 
creams, milkshakes, 
bakery items, wraps, 
sea-food and coffee 
through its different 
brands

• The group owns 
Company X, Y and Z, 
whereas it has the third-
party master license to 
ABC 

• Company X(35)
• Company Y (22)
• Company Z (22)

~5,000–10,000 • Kenya
− Nairobi
− Kiambu
− Mombasa
− Nakuru
− Kilifi

• Zimbabwe
• Zambia
• DRC
• Ghana
• Mauritius
• Malawi
• Namibia
• Botswana
• Swaziland
• Lesotho

xx xx% xx% ▪ In March 2018, the company announced its plan 
to acquire xx% stake in Company B, a global 
food and beverages company

− The deal will help Company A's product to 
enter the casual and fine dining space

− In order to raise funds from international 
markets for expansion, the company is 
looking to list on the London Stock 
Exchange's Alternative Investment Markets 
(AIM); this is expected to be completed by 
September 2018

− In 2015, the unbundling of Company X to 
establish Company A as an independent 
Zimbabwe-Stock-Exchange (ZSE)-listed 
entity was done to enable Company A to 
undertake M&A activities in the 
complementary space, without competing 
internally with other Innscor’s divisions

▪ Company A has opened 8 new stores and 
closed 4 loss-making stores, which brings the 
store count to 121 in Kenya as of 30 June 2017

▪ In 2017, the firm invested USD xx mn to expand 
operations in Kenya, Zimbabwe and Mauritius

Self-
owned 
stores and 
franchise

“Kenya has stabilised as a market, yet has huge 
potential to grow further through organic and 

inorganic growth” – Annual Report, Company A 
(2017)

“Our Mauritius roll-out had not reached 
scale for most of the period under 

review and we experienced a 
significant decline in earnings in the 

DRC due to macro economic 
challenges in that market. Significant 
operating losses were incurred in our 

Zambia market including once off 
restructuring costs of $0.5m. As a 
result this segment contributed a 

below budget operating profit in the 
year under review.”

– Annual Report, Company A (2017)

QSR Franchisee for International Brands (1/2)
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Dubai-based PE firm Company X acquired 100% stake in Company A, and South-African PE firm 
Company B invested in Company XY

QSR Franchises/ Groups

Company 
name

Introduction 
in Kenya Ownership Business Description Key Brands (No. of 

Outlets in Kenya)
Number of 
Employees

Geographic 
Coverage

Sales/Revenue
(USD mn, 2015) Market Share Expansion / Closure Plan/ Funding

Company A 1999 Private • Company A, founded by ABC and 
XYZ, was initially started as a coffee 
house, and now offers salads, 
sandwiches, burgers, bakery items, 
wraps, chicken and pork items, 
burritos, croissants, bagels, pizzas, 
sea-food, ice creams, along with coffee 
and tea

• AA (48)
• BB (6)
• CC (2)

1,600 • Nairobi
• Naivasha
• Nakuru
• Kericho
• Eldoret
• Nanyuki
• Kisumu
• Mombasa

29.5 – ▪ In 2017, Company X, a Dubai-based PE firm, acquired 100% 
stake in Company A from Company AB

▪ In November 2017, Company A opened an express joint inside 
the United States International University (USIU) premise, to 
target its potential customers

− It also aims to partner with institutions such as hospitals

▪ The company also plans to grow the number of outlets of XX 
and YY by at least one a year

Company B 2011 Private • Company B is a Kenyan fast food chain 
founded by XX; its key product offerings 
include burgers, chicken items, ice 
cream, shakes and coffee

• It also sells pizza under the brand YY

• AA (9)
• BB (5)

~200–500 • Nairobi – – ▪ In March 2018, South-African PE company, Company Y bought 
KES xx mn worth of shares in Company B; the investment will 
be utilised to expand Company B’s footprint from the current 9 
stores to 30 by 2022

Domestic Groups (1/2)

“This year we have so far managed to open five branches and 
our expansion plans have seen us expand to new cities outside 
of Kenya”–Ken Kuguru, Chief Executive, Company A (June 

2017)
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

With all the outlets located in malls, Company A’s location strategy is focused on Nairobi to cater 
to the high-spending customers

QSR Brand Profile – Company A (1/2)

Geographic Concentration

▪ All of Company A’s outlets are located in Nairobi, and the brand at present is 
not looking to expand outside the capital, as it caters to the upper-middle-
class and high-income groups

Store Mix

▪ Company A’s location strategy focusses on opening all of its outlets in a 
mall, in alignment with its target audience

─ The brand has outlets at Galleria Mall, Village Market, Thika Road Mall, 
Prestige Plaza and Westgate Mall in Nairobi

Introduction in Kenya –

Corporate Office Nairobi, Kenya

Website xx

Employees –

Revenue (2015) –

Number of Outlets 5

Market Share (2016) −

Key Facts

Pizza/Pasta O

Burger/Sandwich P

Chicken/Seafood/Beef/Pork P

Asian O

Latin American Food O

Dessert P

Product Range

Location and Store strategy

Cities
Store Type

Total
Mall Drive-through Standalone Fuel Stations

Nairobi 5 – – – 5

Total 5 0 0 0 5

Clustering

▪ On an average, distance between two Company A outlets in Nairobi is ~15 
km, with the minimum being 7.9 km

Price Analysis

Targeted Customer Segments
▪ Company A targets Kenyan upper-middle- and high-income 

groups

─ xx% of Company A’s products are priced more than USD x, 
with about xx% of products in the highest price bracket of 
>USD xx

─ All the burgers are priced between USD xx – xx, which 
range much higher compared to Company X, Y and Z

─ Unlike many brands, Company A serves beer, cocktail and 
wine, targeting the high-spending customers
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Company A has a well-diversified portfolio of items ranging from starters to burgers and 
alcoholic drinks, targeting upper-middle-class and higher-income groups

QSR Brand Profile – Company A (2/2)

Product

▪ Company A focuses on its juicy patties and comparatively higher quantity of ingredients in the burger

▪ It also serves beer, cocktail and wine, differentiating itself from many QSR brands

Promotion

▪ Company A at Westgate mall has a special offer for ‘Buy One Burger Get One Free’ on Mondays, to attract higher footfall, and target comparatively low-spending customers 

▪ It also conducts ‘Hulk Burger Challenge’, where it offers participants attractive prices on eating a large-layered burger

▪ The outlets have happy hours wherein the prices of beer are slashed to 50%, attracting higher footfall 

Other Operational Highlights
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Sample – Disguised and Abridged
QSR Industry in Kenya

Company X maintains high control on operations, quality and intellectual property which offers it 
a distinct advantage over international peers

Winning Business Model – Company X (1/4)

Company X is a Zimbabwe-based QSR group operating 440 outlets for 16 brands in 16 countries across Africa, Middle East and the UK. 
In Kenya, it owns and operates brands including XX, YY and Bakers Inn; it also has franchisee rights for AB’s brands in the country. The 
company was part of Company XY, till it listed at XX as a separate entity in 2015.

Low-Cost Sourcing

▪ Company X procures xx% of raw materials locally to ensure a low cost base

▪ As an exception, it imports spices from South Africa to ensure standardisation of taste for its products across 
all outlets and brands

Standardisation of Procurement Quality

▪ Company X’s strategy is to ensure all procurement is conducted from approved suppliers following an 
internal evaluation process

▪ To ensure a consistent supply quality, it has a defined specifications that suppliers serving different brands 
must follow

“Company X, through its established supplier network, is able to locally source most of the raw materials. 
~90% of raw materials are sourced in this manner. Though spices are imported from South Africa, which 

helps it to maintain its signature taste.” – Brand Operations Manager at Rimas Holdings and Ex-
Manager at Inscor Kenya (April 2018)

“Mostly players import potato and this is an even bigger challenge for new entrants such as Hardee’s, which 
I believe is importing 80% of the raw material currently. They may not survive for long in this model.” –

Group Head of Supply Chain, Company X (April 2018)

High Operational, Quality and IP Control through Self-owned Outlets

▪ Operating through its owned outlets offers it a high degree of control over day-to-day 
operations and quality

▪ This has also enabled it to safeguard against intellectual property (IP) threats for its 
products across its QSR brands

Retail Strategy (1/2)

Case Highlight: Company XY

▪ Prior to 2016, XX was among the largest QSR brands in Kenya, which it 
operated primarily through the franchising model

▪ In 2016, it closed down operations and terminated franchise agreements with 
about 30 fast-food restaurants in a bid to protect its brand

▪ The franchisees were accused of disregarding quality standards at their 
restaurants, which Company XY feared would impact negatively on its brand 
and possibly hurt its sales

▪ Following the exit, Company XY resumed focusing on its core business of 
chicken processing

Procurement
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QSR Industry in Kenya

Strategic partnership with fuel stations helped to lower operational cost and provided stable 
lease periods for fuel-station backcourts

Winning Business Model – Company X (2/4)

Retail Strategy (2/2)

Low Operational Cost and Improved Business Stability through Strategic Partnerships

▪ Through its strategic partnerships with various oil companies—such as Company A, 
Company B and Company C—it opened its QSR outlets mainly at fuel-pump backcourts; this 
location strategy has helped it to keep its operational cost low due to low rentals

─ About half of its outlets—pertaining to QSR brands such as Company X, Y and Z—are 
located at the backcourts of fuel stations

▪ Due to the partnership, the parties are able to negotiate long-term lease, providing higher 
stability to Company S brand’s operations

Case Highlight: Steers

▪ In March 2017, Steers franchise, locally owned by Hoggers Limited, closed two outlets at 
Nairobi city centre at Wabera Street and Kenyatta Avenue following lease-term 
disagreements with the landlord

“For years, Wabera Steers has been our best-performing Steers Branch. As rental rates 
continued to increase, we planned to renovate this outlet including a Debonairs Pizza as well. 

This plan would have required additional investment of KES50 mn and, before we could 
invest in the renovation, we needed to ensure that our lease was renewed for a sufficient 

period of time to be able to recoup the investment. Unfortunately , we were unable to agree 
on terms with the landlord and so decided to focus on securing a replacement location.” –

Azam Samanani, MD, Hoggers (March 2017)

Pricing and Location Strategy Aligned to Target the Growing Middle-Class Population

▪ Leveraging its low cost base, Company X maintains a lower price point than its competitors, 
which helps it to effectively tap customers’ demand

─ Average price point at Company A ranges from USD x–y, which is significantly lower than 
its direct competitor Company Y; this trend is consistent even with other brands such as 
X, Y, etc.

─ Further, the company has been dynamic in adjusting its price points as per the evolving 
competitive landscape

• E.g., in 2011, Company X slashed prices by as much as 20% to effectively respond to 
the influx of completion from new entrants (such as Company Y); this helped it to 
maintain a firm hold of the targeted customer segment

▪ In the last few years, it has followed an aggressive expansion plan, under which it opened 
various outlets across the country to ensure that it has an extensive reach to its targeted 
customers

─ In 2017, it opened 17 outlets across Kenya, despite the company already having the 
largest branch network among QSR brands
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